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“First Things First”
Measuring Sustainability Performance -

Are Investors Asking The Right Questions?
The Right Data?

Are They Enabled To Take The Right Decisions?
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• [S]ustainability reporting draws significant meaning from the larger context of 
how performance at the organisational level affects economic, environmental, 
and social capital formation and depletion at a local, regional, or global level.

• [S]imply reporting on the trend in individual performance (or the efficiency of 
the organisation) leaves open the question of an organisation’s contribution to 
the total amount of these different types of capital. 

• [P]lacing performance information in the broader biophysical, social, and 
economic context lies at the heart of sustainability reporting.

• This will involve discussing the performance of the organisation in the context 
of the limits and demands placed on economic, environmental, or social 
resources at a macro-level. 

• G3 & G4:

Origin of Sustainability Context: GRI G2 (2002)

https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/files/13147569/DISSERTATION-2.pdf
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The Problem: 99.7% of Sustainability Reporters Ignore Context

4https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959652615019204

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959652615019204
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The Diagnosis
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https://reporting3.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/R3-BP1.pdf

• We haven’t seen a true ‘Sustainability Report’ yet

• We measure ESG Progress, we compare numerator data with other numerator data

• We haven’t seen seen a true ‘Sustainability Rating’ yet

• We define ‘best in class’ in various areas of ESG Progress

• We don’t know how much ‘impact’ an activity has to influence meso and macro level 

to allow for scalability in necessary solutions

• We don’t know if anything we do in ESG has the potential to go beyond 

incrementalism as multiplied incrementalism is still incrementalism

• Without knowing the scalability potential of an impact, how useful is an investment?

• In Sum: we are perfecting the second step, but forgot to finish the first step

https://reporting3.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/R3-BP1.pdf
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Solution: Four (Plus One) Foundational Pillars (Blueprints)

6https://reporting3.org/projects/

https://reporting3.org/projects/
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The Integral Materiality Process – a systemic p-d-c-a solution
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https://reporting3.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/R3-BP1.pdf

• Materiality determination process baked
into a p-d-c-a approach, allowing to touch
every part of the organisation

• Pulls Sustainability Context and Materiality
together as ‘Relevance’, not supporting 
what’s just ‘practically possible’, but 
‘necessary’ (given context clarity)

• Starts with ‘Rightsholders’ instead of flawed
stakeholder relativism

• Embeds capitals, thresholds and allocations
as ‘necessary elements’ to allow proper
relevance consideration

• Integrates integral thinking into risk, 
governance, innovation, leadership 
development

https://reporting3.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/R3-BP1.pdf
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The Transformation Journey Program
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The Transformation Journey Program
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